Minister of Rural Development Visits UniKL RCMP

By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

YB Rina Harun, Minister of Rural Development was on a working visit to UniKL RCMP on 3rd September 2018. During her short visit she was taken on a tour of the campus facilities. She visited the library and was quite impressed by the facilities available at our resource centre. She also visited the skills labs, the mock dispensary as well as the Physiotherapy lab. Later, the minister joined the President and the top management of UniKL and Mara for a group photo session at the main building.

Also present during the official visit were Dato' Azizan Mohamad Sidin, Deputy Chief Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development; Dato' Azhar Abdul Manaf, Chief Director of MARA; Encik Muhammad Faizal Shah Safian Suri, Perak State Director of the Ministry of Rural Development; Puan Nor Zaini Abu Kassim, Perak State Director of MARA; Prof. Dato' Dr. Mazliham Mohd Su’ud, Presiden/ CEO of Universiti Kuala Lumpur and top management of UniKL and UniKL RCMP.

Thank you YB Rina Harun for honouring us with the visit. We look forward to seeing you again.
Greetings from the Editorial Board.

The 3rd Quarter of 2018 has brought about many good tidings and memorable events to our beloved campus. During this period, we have attained a new level of achievement in many of our relentless endeavours to navigate through the numerous challenges faced in our quest to be amongst the best medical and health sciences educational institutions.

In July 2018, we succeeded in enrolling 30 students for our inaugural intake of Foundation in Medical Sciences and 290 new students for diploma programmes. For the very first time, we enrolled 150 new students for the MBBS programme - an increase of 50 students compared to the previous years, in addition to 134 students for other bachelor programmes. Congratulations to all new students for choosing to be part of the UniKL RCMP family.

A few significant events took place in September 2018. We were honoured to receive a working visit from the new Minister of Rural Development, Rina Harun. She expressed appreciation for our achievements thus far and would continually support further development of the campus. We also successfully organised the 2nd International Conference of Pharmacy and Health Sciences officiated by the Deputy Minister of Health, YB Dr. Lee Boon Chye, with participation from several countries.

In continuing our social outreach initiatives, we donated 48 units of refurbished microscopes to 4 selected schools in Ipoh which we hope will benefit their students in their learning activities.

Last but not least, we invite you to spend some time to enjoy reading many more events reported in this issue. Feel free to provide feedback to our editorial team representatives. Please email us at zahaimi@unikl.edu.my.

Happy reading!
Thian Yee Wei

Courtesy call on the Chief Minister of Perak

By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

Prof. Dato’ Dr. Mazliham Mohd Su’ud, President/Chief Executive Officer of Universiti Kuala Lumpur together with UniKL and UniKL RCMP Top Management paid a courtesy call on Y.A.B Tuan Ahmad Faizal Azumu, Chief Minister of Perak at his office on 4th September 2018. The visit was to discuss future collaborations on education and health between UniKL and the Perak State government.

Feedback & Comments

Do you have any suggestions or comments? Write to us.

thian@unikl.edu.my
zahaimi@unikl.edu.my
pakirisamy@unikl.edu.my

Percetakan Nasional Malaysia Berhad (253940-X) Jalan Chan Sow Lin, W.P. Kuala Lumpur, 50554 Kuala Lumpur, Wilayah Persekutuan (K.L), Malaysia
UniKL RCMP donates 48 microscopes to 12 schools in Ipoh

By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

UniKL RCMP donated 48 units of microscopes to four selected schools in Ipoh, Perak on 3 August 2018. The selected schools are:-

1. Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Methodist, Ipoh (ACS)
2. Sekolah Menengah Jenis Kebangsaan Yuk Choy, Ipoh
3. SMK ST Michael, Ipoh.

CEO & Head of Campus of UniKL RCMP, En Hisshamuddin Omar together with Puan Nur Iman Wahab, Head of Corporate Governance Department and En Noor Azlin Zainal from General Admin and Asset Management Department were present during the presentation of the microscopes to the chosen schools.

“Satu Gunung Sejuta Harapan”

By Syahidatul Akmar Safian

In conjunction with Malaysia Day, Kelab Kembara Kita (KKK) organized a corporate social responsibility (CSR) project known as “Satu Gunung Sejuta Impian”. This noble project was a collaborative effort with the Social Welfare Department (JKM) of Tapah. Fifteen KKK members accompanied by Miss Syahidatul Akmar Bt Safian, Mr. Shaharul Afendi B. Shaharuddin Kee and Mr. Azrul Nazir B. Zahir, 2 medical teams, 3 guides cum volunteers, 9 OKU (handicapped people) and 15 JKM staff were involved in this project.

We had several meetings with the JKM Officer, En. Hamizan B. Abd. Hamid before the project was carried out. The group left for Negeri Sembilan on 14 September 2018 by UniKL RCMP bus together with a car and a van from JKM at 6pm and reached Aini Homestay at 12.30am.

We decided to start hiking at 4am to make sure that everyone could reach the peak before sunrise. Gunung Datuk rises gradually at the beginning but becomes increasingly steeper later on and then tapers off when approaching the summit. We had to be cautious with every step especially so as we were hiking early in the misty morning. It was quite a strenuous physical effort but once the path emerged from out of the thick jungle, all of us were well rewarded with an excellent and panoramic view. After spending an hour at the peak of Gunung Datuk, we descended the hill. On the next day we went on a trip to Malacca before heading back to Ipoh.

It was a pleasant experience for all the participants. Thanks to everyone involved - SDCL, sponsors, JKM, college staff, committee members and all the participants.
The threat of the ‘superbug’ is treacherous

Associate Professor Dr Zaswiza hopes scientists could come up with quick solutions before it is too late.

By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

UniKL RCMP successfully organized the 2nd International Conference of Pharmacy & Health Sciences with the theme “Integrating Research, Innovation, Technology and Practices towards Sustainable Health” from 10th to 12th September 2018 at Casuarina Hotel, Ipoh, Perak. The conference attracted participants and speakers from Australia, Thailand, Saudi Arabia, India, Vietnam, Indonesia as well as from local universities. It was officially opened by YB Dr. Lee Boon Chye, the Deputy Minister of Health on Monday, 10th September, 2018.

In his speech YB Dr. Lee Boon Chye, congratulated UniKL RCMP for organizing the conference. Dr.Lee said, “I hope this 2nd International Conference of Pharmacy and Health Sciences will generate great ideas in supporting the government’s policy of providing quality health care to the people of Malaysia and I wish to congratulate the Faculty of Pharmacy and Health Sciences of UniKL RCMP for highlighting on improving healthcare, through a systematic approach of integrating research, innovation and advanced technology. This conference has provided the platform for experts from various disciplines to discuss issues ranging from pharmacy, medical imaging, physiotherapy to general health policies”.

He also reminded the audience that the ageing population throughout the world will increase tremendously by 2040, “In Malaysia for instance, senior citizens above 65 years are expected to double to 6 million or 14.5% of the total population by 2040, according to the Department of Statistics Malaysia. By 2020, Malaysia will be classified as an ‘ageing’ society and by 2040 an ‘aged’ society. Therefore, he said it is imperative for our country to take urgent and necessary steps in preparing for these projected demographic changes. It is crucial to adopt interdisciplinary approaches to deal with such impending challenges. Pursuant to that, we must expand our capacity to improve the quality of life of senior citizens by designing a safe and friendly living environment for them”.

He added, the price of medicine is getting higher every year and this imposes a heavy burden mainly on the poor. This is actually due to the high cost of marketing expenses rather than the cost of research. “A huge amount of money totaling 895 Billion dollars has been spent on advertising - a whopping 60% more than what was spent on research. At the end of the scale, it is the consumer and the patient who eventually bear the cost of this advertising and marketing rather than the pharmaceutical companies”.
Associate Professor Dr Zaswiza, the Chairman of the Organizing Committee in her welcoming speech said, the spread of new diseases and the emergence of resistant microbes, necessitate the integration of research into practice and practice into research. The threat of the ‘superbug’ is treacherous and is categorically baneful to society. Therefore scientists have to come up with quick solutions before it is too late.

Also present at the conference were En Azizul Rahman Mohammad, Chief Executive Officer of Perak State Secretary Incorporated, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Tran Hung, Vice President for Academic Affairs, University Of Medicine And Pharmacy, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; En Yusni Rizal Dato Khalid, Senior Manager Regulatory Affairs Division representing Dato’ Fashila Emran, Managing Director of Pharmaniaga, University Industrial Advisory Board Member and Prof. Dato’ Dr. Ibrahim Jantan of Taylor’s University, Selangor.

The closing ceremony was graced by Professor Dr Ahmad Fuad Shamsuddin, the Dean of the Faculty of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.

“In Malaysia for instance, senior citizens above 65 years are expected to double to 6 million or 14.5% of the total population by 2040”

- Dr Lee Boon Chye
Asia-Pacific Academic Consortium for Public Health Conference (APACPH)

By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

UniKL RCMP would like to congratulate Professor Dr. Osman Ali for having been awarded the medal of merit during the Golden Jubilee Celebration of the Asia-Pacific Academic Consortium for Public Health Conference (APACPH) to honor his contributions in Public Health Education and Services. The conference was held from 12 – 14 September 2018 at The Magellan Sutera Resort, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia.

Well done Prof. Dr. Osman Ali. We are proud of your achievement.

International Achievement Award

By Pakirisamy Saminathan

Dr. Mahendran Sekar of the Faculty of Pharmacy and Health Sciences UniKL Royal College of Medicine Perak was awarded the “International Achievement Award” during the 6th Faculty Branding Awards-18” organized by “Education Expo TV - Companies Rating System (EET-CRS)” held at Hotel Monotel, Kolkata, India on 22nd July 2018.

The objective of the Faculty Branding Awards (FBA) is to identify and celebrate outstanding contributions in the fields of teaching & research.

The FBA was launched in 2013 with the objective of providing recognition to academicians, scientists, researchers & faculties working in different colleges, Universities, organizations & institutions across India as well as all over the world.

The evaluation process is based on criteria such as research papers produced as the first author, reviews & articles published, books & chapters written as the first author & edited, PI ship of projects, seminars organized, talks given as an invited speaker, Radio/TV talks, articles published, patents filed & consultancy projects undertaken.

This is indeed a great honour for Dr. Mahendran Sekar as well as for UniKL Royal College of Medicine that he represents.
Initially, they were briefed on the academic programs offered at UniKL RCMP. They also got to know something about campus lifestyle at RCMP. Talks on career guidance and motivation as well as a session on experience sharing by UniKL RCMP students enlightened them on university life. Later, they were taken on a campus tour and participated in a science demonstration held at the college laboratory, before leaving for UniKL MIMET in Lumut, Perak.

**Learn from The Expert Program – Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics (Stem)**

*By Nor Shuhila Muhammad Yusuf*

Sixty eight science stream students from 26 selected schools from Terengganu were brought to UniKL RCMP by the Chancellery for the STEM program. They were here on 15 and 16 August 2018. The students were from the following schools:-

- SMK Tengku Badriah
- SMK Seri Nilam
- SMK Seri Budiman
- SMK Manir
- SMK Padang Negara
- SMK Bukit Besar
- SMK Sultan Mansor
- SMK Panji Alam
- SMK Sultan Sulaiman
- SMK Dato Razli Ismail
- SMK Kompleks Tok Adis
- SMKA Sheikh Abdul Malek
- SMK Chendering
- SMA(ATAS) Sultan Zainal Abidin
- SMK Mengabag Telipot

Initially, they were briefed on the academic programs offered at UniKL RCMP. They also got to know something about campus lifestyle at RCMP. Talks on career guidance and motivation as well as a session on experience sharing by UniKL RCMP students enlightened them on university life. Later, they were taken on a campus tour and participated in a science demonstration held at the college laboratory, before leaving for UniKL MIMET in Lumut, Perak.
UniKL League of Excellence 2.0 Camp

By Syahidatul Akmar Safian, Nudiyah Idswa Nor Jasni & Farah Ayuni Ramlan

With the theme “In Pursuit of UniKLian Graduates”, 60 students selected from all the twelve UniKL campuses around the country participated in the camp held at UniKL Malaysian Institute of Marine Engineering Technology (UniKL MIMET) in Lumut. Six students from the Bachelor of Pharmaceutical Technology of UniKL RCMP took part in this camp.

The camp was organized by the UniKL Centre for Student Development (CSD) in collaboration with UniKL English Language Central Committee (ELCC). It was held from 10 to 12 August 2018. The moderators of this camp were English language lecturers from the various UniKL campuses.

It started on Friday with the first module of Communication Skills – ‘Speak Out! Act Out!’ In this activity, students learned about ways to communicate effectively, not just during classes, but also throughout their daily life.

Students’ ability to work as a team was challenged by activities such as Fruity Run and Water Volleyball. The night ended with the Problem Solving module – ‘Problem or No Problem’. Students were given tasks at five different checkpoints and were required to complete them within a stipulated time.

The next day’s module started at the Vale Ecocentre in Lumut with a jungle-trekking activity. They hiked up Orange Hill and later painted their own group flags commemorating this month’s Independence Day of Malaysia. After lunch, the group left for Seri Iskandar to pit themselves against one another in the dramatic battle of paintball.

The camp ended on Sunday with the prize-giving and closing ceremony attended by the Director of the Centre for Student Development, Dr Tuan Salwani Binti Awang @ Salleh accompanied by the Dean of UniKL MiMET, Dr Yuzri, Deputy Dean of SDCL UniKL MiMET, Dr Puteri Zarina, Deputy Dean of SDCL UniKL BMI, En Azrul Hisyam and Deputy Dean of SDCL MFI, Dr Noraisyiyah.
“Kembara” Preserves the Turtle

By Syahidatul Akmar Safian

A program entitled “Kembara Preserves the Turtle” was organized by KKK to raise awareness among students about the diversity as well as the threats being faced by the endangered species at the Turtle Conservation and Information Centre in Lumut.

Thirty members of KKK were involved in this activity accompanied by En. Zulhelmi from the Student Development Department.

The participants were taken to all the different types of pools where the turtles are kept for the purpose of rehabilitation. They were briefed by Mr. Nazlan, the officer in charge, regarding the types of turtles, their age, size, hatching procedures and many more interesting details.

Our students also had a wonderful opportunity to touch and hold these adorable creatures. They also conducted a “gotong-royong” activity to clean up the compound of the sanctuary.

The trip to the turtle sanctuary gave the students an opportunity to appreciate this cute but endangered species. The Turtle is a beautiful and amazing creature and it is our responsibility to preserve and conserve the animal for our future generations.
Wall Climbing
By Syahidatul Akmar Safian

In July 2018, Kelab Kembara Kita (KKK) organized a wall climbing activity at the Kementerian Belia dan Sukan (KBS) sports complex in Ipoh. Participants were given the opportunity to gain an exhilarating and thrilling experience that normally most of them would not get had the chance to experience.

The event was held on 14 July 2018 with a briefing given by the professional instructors. They were taught the correct techniques of wall-climbing, knot tying, safety guidelines and the equipment needed for the activity.

Twenty-four students were involved in this activity together with the KKK advisor, Miss Syahidatul Akmar Safian. Even though none of them had taken part in this kind of extreme activity before, surprisingly one female and one male participant were able to reach the top of the wall. However, most of the participants found this activity to be quite challenging and extremely difficult. They had to use their hands as well as their legs to prop themselves up and had to position their body correctly in order to get the right balance before they could move up the almost perpendicular wall.

Thanks to SDCL and all the KKK members involved in the activity.

World Blood Donors’ Day
By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

Puan Nur Iman, Head of Corporate Governance Department, representing UniKL RCMP, handed over a cheque of RM1000.00 to Dr. Nooryuslaini bte Mohd Yusof from the Transfusion Medicine Department, Hospital Raja Perempuan Bainun, Ipoh Perak. The donation was given in conjunction with the World Blood Donors’ Day which is celebrated on 14th June every year.

Also present at the event were Dr. Hannah Ismail, Pravin Nair (Medical Laboratory Technologist) and Shazleen (Public Relations Officer)
Incubator Program of MARA & UniKL RCMP

By Pakirisamy Saminathan

Twenty selected doctors from the first cohort of MARA Professional Entrepreneur Development Program (Program Pembangunan Usahawan Profesional) or ProSPEC attended the MARA & UniKL RCMP Incubator Program that was held at UniKL RCMP. The 9 day program started on 21st July and ended on 29th July 2018.

Experts from various fields were invited to guide the doctors on the registration requirements, registration process, documentation and the procedures for setting up medical clinics.

Kolej Kemahiran Tinggi MARA (KKTM) Lenggong

By Pakirisamy Saminathan

UniKL RCMP had a preliminary discussion with Kolej Kemahiran Tinggi MARA (KKTM) Lenggong on Wednesday, 25th July 2018. Areas of discussion were on the teaching and learning facilities such as the library, labs, animal transit, and the role of the ethical committee.

Also present at the discussion were Tuan Haji Wan Sabri Bin Wan Ismail, KKTM Director, En Ahmad Zakuam Khairuddin, Deputy Director, International, Industrial & Institutional Partnership Division (IIIP), Professor Dr. Ahmad Fuad Shamsuddin, Dean, Faculty of Pharmacy & Health Sciences, Associate Professor Syed Rahim Syed Hamid, Dean Faculty of Medicine, Mr. Thian Yee Wei, Dr. Lee Wing Hin, Professor Dr. Abdul Karim Russ Hassan and Puan Nur Iman Abdul Wahab.

After the discussion, they had the opportunity to visit the labs and library at KKTM Lenggong.
World Affiliation and Rapport Program

By Syahidatul Akmar Safian

World Affiliation and Rapport Program or WARP was organized by Kelab Kembara Kita (KKK) from 1st to 6th September 2018 in Medan, Indonesia. The program was attended by 47 students from MBBS, Bachelor of Pharmacy and Diploma in Pharmacy programs together with Miss Syahidatul Akmar Bt. Safian and Prof. Noorzaid B. Muhammad. It was the first collaborative program by UniKL RCMP, Persatuan Kebangsaan Pelajar-Pelajar Malaysia di Indonesia (PKPMI), and Universiti Utara Sumatera (USU).

The group took part in various activities such as a CSR activity at Kampung Desa Timbang (health screening, gotong-royong, hygiene program for children and cooking activities), a mini-seminar in which two research findings were presented by Prof. Noorzaid and Dr. M. Ichwan from USU) and a tour to Rumah Sakit USU. Besides that, we also visited the Malaysian Consulate in Medan to meet with the Head of the Consulate, Tuan Amizal Fadzli and other officers and visited several other interesting tourist spots in Medan such as Berastagi, strawberry farm, Istana Maimun and Pajak Ikan.

We are happy to have been given the opportunity to organize the WARP activity this year. We have gained much knowledge and experience which we can share with our friends back at UniKL RCMP. We thank everyone who volunteered for this activity including PKPMI, USU, SDCL, all the sponsors, committee members, and staff of UniKL RCMP.

Registration Day

By Pakirisamy Saminathan

Registration day for Bachelor of Medicine & Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS), Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours), Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Pharmaceutical Technology programs was held on Monday, 17th Sept 2018 at UniKL RCMP.

Welcome all new students and we wish a pleasant and enriching experience at UniKL RCMP.
MARA Professional Entrepreneur Development Program (PROSPEC)

By Zahaimi Abdullah Sani

More than 300 participants, mainly medical officers and general practitioners, attended the MARA Professional Entrepreneur Development Program (Program Pembangunan Usahawan Profesional) or ProSPEC, in collaboration with UniKL Royal College of Medicine Perak. The event was held on Saturday, 14th July 2018 at Premiera Hotel, Kuala Lumpur and was officially launched by Y. Bhg Dato’ Azhar bin Abdul Manaf, the MARA Director General.

The program was initiated by MARA with the objective of encouraging medical practitioners especially Bumiputeras to set up their own businesses by opening clinics under the brand name of U n I Klinik (You and I Clinics). MARA has allocated 6 million Ringgit to finance the project.

Candidates who fulfill the criteria need to attend the Professional Entrepreneurs Training on 21st July 2018. Only 40 candidates will be selected and 20 will be shortlisted to attend the next training scheduled for November 2018.

The 20 candidates will receive financial aid amounting to RM 300,000 from MARA as well as intensive training. The RM300,000 financial aid is for clinic rental, renovation, drugs, consultation services, marketing, monitoring the progress of the clinic and installing medical equipment. To support the initiative, MARA has decided to appoint these clinics as MARA panel clinics.

Welcoming and Orientation Ceremony 2018

By Pakirisamy Saminathan

The Welcoming and Orientation Ceremony 2018 for the July intake of new students was officially closed by Prof. Dato’ Dr. Mazliham Mohd Su’ud, President / CEO of Universiti Kuala Lumpur via video conferencing on 12th July 2018 at UniKL RCMP.
UniKL MIAT hosted the Closing Ceremony of the 14th USSC & UniKL Raya 2018 on Thursday, 28 June 2018. Due to the overwhelming response from participants mainly students, the event was held at the UniKL MIAT hangar from 6 pm to 11.00pm.

UniKL RCMP and all other campuses were invited to set up stalls to provide different varieties of Raya delicacies for the guests.

For the past three years, UniKL RCMP has been serving Perak's traditional dishes such as daging rendang perak, daging rendang hitam, bubur anak lebah and ketupat palas for the event.

The ceremony was officiated by YB Tuan Hj Mohamad Sabu, the newly minted Minister of Defense who later visited all the food stalls to meet the guests and participants.

UniKL RCMP organised a Hari Raya gathering for its employees on Tuesday, 3 July 2018 at the Multi Purpose Hall of UniKL RCMP. It was held to forge closer ties among the workforce.

Staff were treated to a sumptuous buffet spread of traditional Raya favorites such as nasi dagang, lemang, laksa, raya cookies, spaghetti, mushroom soup, garlic bread, cendol, rendang, roasted lamb and many more delicious dishes.

The MPH was creatively decorated by the staff of the various departments, making the occasion extra festive and colourful.

Also present at the ceremony were Dato' Seri Abdul Puhat Mat Nayan and Dato' Muhammad Amin Zakaria, former PCM Sdn Bhd Board of Directors, Industrial Partners and En Hisshamuddin Omar, CEO & Head of Campus of UniKL RCMP.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Code/Reference</th>
<th>Year of Approval</th>
<th>MQA Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy Medical Science (By Research)</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/720/8/0083)</td>
<td></td>
<td>07/20</td>
<td>6031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor of Public Health</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/721/8/0075)</td>
<td></td>
<td>04/23</td>
<td>4027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Public Health</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/720/7/0092)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/20</td>
<td>4025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Public Health</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/720/7/0092)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/20</td>
<td>4025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Medical Science (By Research)</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/720/7/0041)</td>
<td></td>
<td>06/18</td>
<td>3028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Pharmacy</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/727/7/0059)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/19</td>
<td>5235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) UNIVERSITI KUALA LUMPUR</td>
<td>JPT/BPP/UiR(271/6/0016)</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/2022</td>
<td>FA4105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours)</td>
<td>JPT / BPP (R/727/6/0037)</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/18</td>
<td>0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Pharmaceutical Technology</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (N/727/6/0082)</td>
<td></td>
<td>03/22</td>
<td>5345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma in Nursing</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (R/723/4/0076)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>8735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma in Pharmacy</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (R/727/4/0055)</td>
<td></td>
<td>06/19</td>
<td>10343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma in Medical Imaging</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (R/725/4/0064)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10/20</td>
<td>6128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma in Physiotherapy</td>
<td>JPT/BPP (R/726/4/0050)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12/19</td>
<td>9309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation in Medical Sciences</td>
<td>JPT/BPP(N/010/3/0472)</td>
<td></td>
<td>01/23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>